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TEAMMEMBERS(Group 2)
1. DEEPA
2. MALLIKARJUN
3. YAMUNA
4. PRAVEEN G
5. NIVEDITHA
6. CHANDRIKA
7. BHAVYA
8. VISHALAKSHI
9. SATHISH
10. HEMANTH YADAV

DAY 1
TRAINER - SRINATH
Srinath sir whom we already met in the inauguration program has always grabbed
the attention of students from his communication skills . Firstly He covered the
concepts on Swot analysis ,the class was made to prepare swot analysis on
themselves with guidance of Srinath sir.
Then Social media, building a profile and even the use of LinkedIn, Instagram ,
facebook and use of emoji's in online communication. He even taught us how to write
professional whatsapp messages and letters . Lastly he taught us to build a good
Resume .

DAY 2
TRAINER - AROUNE SAX
He has a very unique way to grab the attention of the students the way he introduced
himself and brought the whole class to Josh with his gestures and words . First he
took on the task of goal setting. He made us draw about ourselves. Then the Team
building activities/tasks started with various group activities in which our team
number 2 made a tremendous comeback from being last place to 3rd place by the end
of the day . Lastly he took us to the basketball court for a number game and made us
focus on leadership . We wish for more AROUNE SAX sessions in future .



DAY 3

TRAINERS - SANJAY AND RANJITH
Trainer Sanjay taught us how to handle canva and we all made our own posters for
various events . Then trainer Ranjith took over for the day and taught us about
Google forms and making questionnaires. Basic Excel was taught where the data
Can be grouped into rows and columns, add data, sort and filter it ,put tables, v look
up , h look up and different excel elements . At last To create a presentation through
PowerPoint. Add images, art, videos and Animation was also taught to us.



CONCLUSION

We thank our MBA department, principal of KSSEM , respected HOD sir and
respected teachers for this wonderful opportunity to learn unknown and new things
with our batchmates . Every student wishes to have more and more sessions like
these in future to learn and even break the daily routines .
We wholeheartedly thank all our trainers for their teachings .
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